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Companion Cards for the Evolving Soul 

5. Castle 

 

Attribute: The card of security 

 

General Meaning: Home, security, inheritance 

 

Soul Goal: To develop emotional security and feel safe within 

 

 

 

Castles are steeped in tradition and were generally built as a defence against potential attacks. They 

were also considered a symbol of status where self-importance and ‘kerb appeal’ was all the rage. 

Castles were large, beautiful structures that conveyed messages of “look at me, I’m loaded and I’m 

doing well for myself”. They evoked envy in the onlookers and promoted a desire for acceptance, 

inclusion and invitations from the occupants. 

Inside the castle walls, early life involves learning and adopting pre-determined views, values and 

beliefs. During this time, we’re also exposed to a version of what love is meant to represent. For 

example, if a child is raised with hurtful comments from a parent, they will come to relate hurtful 

comments as a quality of being loved. What occurs in the home equals love, even if there is 

dysfunction and disharmony.  

Learning as a child is different to learning as an adult. Brains are wired differently and all information 

being absorbed by children is completely unedited, unfiltered and uncensored, which is why childhood 

experiences heave such a deep and everlasting impression and why inherited beliefs are difficult to 

disinherit.  

Advice 

If the Castle card appears in your reading, a review of your home-life may be in order. Perhaps your 

home environment needs an overhaul and if so, this will need to start with you. Your external 

environment is an outward physical representation of what is going on internally. If you feel chaotic 

on the inside, chances are your house is also in chaos. Exploration may be needed to identify 

whether you’ve been trying to keep up appearance or if you’ve been living within the limitations of 

previously adopted values. Do the words you speak echo the sentiments of your parents or 

grandparents? If so, have you ever stopped to question those sentiments? Cleaning out your 

internal closet and letting go of unwanted emotional or psychological clutter can help you to clear 

away the external “stuff”. Know that if you are able to develop a deeper sense of emotional and 

psychological security, your need to surround yourself with inanimate objects will reduce 

considerably.     


